Letter from the President
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This year’s Globalization and Monetary Policy
Institute annual report contains three articles

continuing efforts to draw more such investment,
including achieving political stability.
The final essay, by Payton Odom, looks at

on different aspects of globalization. The first, by
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Enrique Martínez-García and Janet Koech, is a
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summary of a conference the institute hosted at the tradability of many services, the bulk of internaDallas Fed in March to (somewhat belatedly) mark tional trade is still trade in goods. Changes in trade
the 10th anniversary of the creation of the euro. The flows—and in the cost of shipping goods—are a
essay goes beyond a simple summary of what was potentially useful source of information about the
discussed at the conference to put the creation of

state of the global economy.
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These essays give but a flavor of the wide array

spective. The euro's creation in 1999 was an event

of research projects that are under way at the insti-

of enormous significance, but not one without risks. tute. For a more comprehensive view of the work
The European Central Bank has so far successfully going on at the institute, please take a look at the list
fulfilled its mandate for price stability, but the ten-

of working papers that have been produced by staff

sions in euro sovereign debt markets that emerged

and associated researchers over the past year.

in 2010, precipitated by developments in Greece
and Ireland, seem to have vindicated the concerns
of some prior to the launch of the project.
The second essay, by Janet Koech, looks at
why, of all the major regions in the world, Africa
seems to have benefited the least from globaliza-
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While growth in the
advanced economies has
yet to fully eliminate the
output gap that emerged
during the financial crisis,
progress in the emerging
market economies has been
better, and the concerns
of policymakers in those
economies have shifted
from sustaining growth to
reining in incipient inflation
pressures.

